NATURAL GAS PRICE OUTLOOK

November 9th, 2020

The EIA reported a draw of 36 bcf last week - around 5 bcf higher
than expectations and the first time that the market has seen a
draw in October in quite a while.
This brings total storage levels to 3,919 bcf for the week ended
October 30th. So the peak for this end-of-season was 3,955 bcf a
week ago. What a difference some early cold weather and very
high LNG export levels have made to the overall storage levels as
it looked very likely that the market would get above the 4 tcf level
for the first time ever just a month ago.
Current surpluses are 200 and 201 bcf respectively to last year and
the five-year average. Rough expectations for the next three weeks
total a withdrawal of around 50 bcf. And if valid, this would bring
the surpluses at 251 bcf to last year and 142 bcf tot the five-year.
One can see in the various charts herein how both surpluses have
dissipated throughout this injection season with lower production
and recent high LNG export levels.

Actual dry marketed production averaged 90.3 bcf/d in August.
This equates to a month-on-month gain of 0.4 bcf/d and
calculates to a year-on-year decline of 3.0 bcf/d. This marks the
third month in a row of monthly increases (totaling 2.4 bcf/d)
since the low ebb in May at an average then of 87.9 bcf/d. But that
month was the highest level of acute economic shut-ins for crude
oil production and associated gas therewith.
We are estimating that September through November averages are
just under 90 bcf/d. And that figure is skewed slightly lower by
hurricane activity in the Gulf and corresponding production losses
thereto. In fact, Gulf of Mexico production was lower m-o-m in
August by 0.8 bcf/d due to hurricane shut-ins. Otherwise August
production would have likely been above 91 bcf/d.

Production is just not falling as fast as public and private analysts
are predicting. Weekly estimates from virtually all of them are
lower than these actuals when reported. So supply is bullish, but
traders are likely overzealous in counting on hugely lower supply.

Actual domestic demand reported for August was at an average of
77.6 bcf/d. This compares to an average of 78.6 bcf/d for August
2019 for a 1.0 bcf/d y-o-y decrease. And cum-to-date for January
through August has average consumption at 83.6 bcf/d or 1.3
bcf/d lower than the same period of 2019.
Industrial demand continues to lag slightly year-on-year. August
actualized data saw an average of 21.1 bcf/d and compares to the
August 2019 level of 21.6 bcf/d. Cum-to-date average is 22.2 bcf/d
for a year-on-year decline of 0.6 bcf/d against the same period in
2019.
Even power demand, which has comparatively been strong most
of this year, slipped in August. Such averaged 41.3 bcf/d compared
to an average of 41.6 bcf in August last year. The y-o-y was lower
despite slightly warmer temps (0.6 cooling degree days) versus last
year. But August was the first month that natural gas prices began
exceeding PRB coal prices and coal-to-gas fuel switching
reversed the course it had otherwise followed most of this year.

Actualized net exports for August totaled 4.69 bcf/d - 0.30 bcf/d
higher than July but 0.63 bcf/d lower than August 2019.
The breakdown of same had; (i) Canadian imports at 4.83 bcf/d the highest since February, (ii) LNG imports at 0.09 bcf/d, (iii)
Mexican pipeline exports at 5.98 bcf/d - an all-time high, and (iv)
LNG exports 3.63 bcf/d versus July’s low ebb of 3.10 bcf/d.
As you can see from the graph the infrastructure build-out on the
Mexican side of the border, that has taken much longer than
originally scheduled, has finally allowed for higher offtakes there.
But again, Mexican exports will back off some seasonally since
most of the demand increases are related to power-gen demand.
Current LNG exports are extremely high at a 10hs bcf/d average
over the last several weeks. We are estimating averages for
September through November of 4.8 bcf/d, 7.8 bcf/d and 8.9
bcf/d respectively. At some point winter weather needs to begin
showing up in Europe or the currently wide price arb will fade.

ERCOT just released their final Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy (“SARA”) and as is typical, it showed more than reasonable
reserves for the upcoming winter. Of course the Winter SARA always does. And it in fact it should not be tight UNLESS the market incurs
random periods of extreme cold - cold enough to lose generation to freeze-offs. And extreme cold, should it occur, will take grid load
probably 4,000ish mw beyond the 57,699 mw anticipated winter hourly peak in the SARA.
The other aspect that is insightful to these SARA reports is to ascertain where current wind and solar capacity is at this point in time
relative to future build-outs underway and anticipated in forward reserve margin calculation. And according to this SARA; nameplate wind
capacity is at 24,961 mw with another 928 mw due to be on-line before winter - while solar nameplate capacity is at 3,843 mw with another
4,000+ allegedly on-line before next summer.
Longer term, forward reserve margins are well above the “old” ERCOT-targeted level of 13.75% for the next five years. However, Summer
2021 has come down from previous reports over 19% - likely implying that some “new” solar is now delayed until after next summer.
Seasonal Assessment of Resource Adequacy for the ERCOT Region
Winter 2020/21 - Final
Release Date: Novermber 5, 2020
Forecasted Capacity and Demand
Operational Resources (thermal and hydro), MW
Switchable Capacity Total, MW
Less Switchable Capacity Unavailable to ERCOT, MW

67,529 Based on current Seasonal Maximum Sustainable Limits reported through the unit registration process
3,710 Installed capacity of units that can interconnect with other Regions and are available to ERCOT
-568 Based on survey responses of Switchable Resource owners

Available Mothballed Capacity, MW

0 Based on seasonal Mothball units plus Probability of Return responses of Mothball Resource owners
Average grid injection during the top 20 winter peak load hours over the last three years, plus the forecasted net change in generation capacity
available to the ERCOT grid pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 10.3.2.4.

Capacity from Private Use Networks, MW

3,631

Coastal Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

1,480 Based on 43% of installed capacity for coastal wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Panhandle Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

1,411 Based on 32% of installed capacity for panhandle wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Other Wind, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

3,251 Based on 19% of installed capacity for other wind resources (winter season) per ERCOT Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

269 Based on 7% of rated capacity for solar resources (winter season) per Nodal Protocols Section 3.2.6.2.2

Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

0

RMR Capacity to be under Contract

0

Capacity Pending Retirement, MW
Non-Synchronous Ties, Capacity Contribution, MW

0 Announced retired capacity that is undergoing ERCOT grid reliability reviews pursuant to Nodal Protocol Section 3.14.1.2
838 Based on net imports during winter 2013/2014 Energy Emergency Alert (EEA) intervals

Planned Thermal Resources with Signed IA, Air Permits and Water Rights, MW
Planned Coastal Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

0 Based on in-service dates provided by developers
371 Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 43% winter capacity contribution for coastal wind resources

Planned Panhandle Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW
Planned Other Wind with Signed IA, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

Based on 0% of rated capacity (winter) season); resources assumed to provide regulation reserves rather than sustained capacity available to
meet peak loads

0 Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 32% winter capacity contribution for panhandle wind resources
557 Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 19% winter capacity contribution for other wind resources

Planned Solar Utility-Scale, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

35 Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 7% winter capacity contribution for solar resources

Planned Storage, Peak Average Capacity Contribution, MW

0 Based on in-service dates provided by developers and 0% winter capacity contribution for storage resources

[a] Total Resources, MW

82,513

[b] Peak Demand, MW

57,699

[c] Reserve Capacity [a - b], MW

24,814

Based on average weather conditions at the time of the winter peak demand from 2004 – 2018, and
updated to reflect a revised economic growth forecast prepared in April 2020

Extreme Peak
Load / Typical
Forecasted
Forecasted
Generation
Season Peak
Season
Outages During Load / Extreme
Peak Load Extreme Peak
Low Wind
Load
Output

Extreme Peak
Load / Extreme
Generation
Outages During
Extreme Peak
Load

-

9,509

-

9,509

Based on the 2011 winter and a revised economic growth forecast prepared in April 2020 ; the
extreme winter forecast is 67,208 MW

Typical Maintenance Outages, Thermal

4,074

4,074

4,074

4,074

Based on the historical average of planned outages for December through February weekdays,
hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter seasons (2017/18, 2018/19, and 2019/20)

Typical Forced Outages, Thermal

4,542

5,339

4,542

5,339

Based on historical average of forced outages for December through February weekdays,
hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter seasons (2017/18, 2018/19, and 2019/20);
both Extreme Load scenarios include typical fuel limitation-related derates/outages at units in
north Texas during extreme peak load hours

95th Percentile Forced Outages, Thermal

-

-

-

4,540

Based on the 95th percentile historical average of forced outages for December through
February weekdays, hours ending 7 am - 10 am, for the last three winter seasons (2017/18,
2018/19, and 2019/20) plus additional fuel limitation-related derates/outages at units in north
Texas during the peak load hours for the January 17, 2018 cold weather event

Low Wind Output Adjustment

-

-

5,279

-

Based on the 5th percentile of hourly wind capacity factors (output as a percentage of
installed capacity) associated with the 100 highest Net Load hours (Load minus wind output)
for the 2015/16-2019/20 winter Peak Load seasons; this low wind output level is 1,791 MW

8,616

18,922

13,895

23,462

5,892

10,919

1,352

Seasonal Load Adjustment

[d] Total Uses of Reserve Capacity
[e] Capacity Available for Operating Reserves, Normal Operating Conditions (c-d), MW
Less than 2,300 MW indicates risk of EEA1

16,198

See the Background tab for additional details

The unseasonably cold weather event that occurred in ERCOT for
several days early in the week of October 26th brought about an issue
that we have never seen to any meaningful extent before in the
market. And that was the fact that there was apparently a very high
volume of freeze-offs in wind-generation in West Texas and the
Panhandle as temperatures plummeted there and were accompanied
by freezing rain, sleet, and other icing-related issues.
Note the graph below where the day-ahead forecast had wind-avails
up around 19,000 - 20,000 mw. Now this was an over-zealous forecast
by ERCOT to begin with even with the significant cold front blowing
through at that time. But look how much lower the actual wind-gen
came in at in the Real-Time. And this was not due to low wind
speeds as the wind was howling throughout the day. And then throw
in the rain/cloud cover from the icing to the solar forecast and you
had a complete failure of renewables to cover reasonably elevated
load due to the colder temps. Real-Time prices spiked accordingly on
the 26th and 27th. This is a very cautionary tale for the coming winter
if and when the market incurs an acute cold event with icing.

It is getting a bit concerning for next summer as to the expanding drought
conditions in the state. Heavy winter and spring rains maybe forthcoming
down the road. But if these conditions don’t begin to improve - it may give
any market bulls a reason to start pushing up Summer 2021 heat rates.
Otherwise current and forecast temps are a sauna compared to normal if the
various forecasts (that are all warm short and intermediate term) are valid.
Lastly, ERCOT wind-avails are at risk of being low Tuesday-Thursday of
this week, but moderate to strong over the seven to ten days thereafter. Look
for some nominal Real-Time price risk this week but softer in the extended especially as seasonal outages begin to improve heading into month’s end.

